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Mr. Charles B. Dean, Jr. 
Chairman, Board Of Directors 
Tennessee Valley Authority 

MARCH 75,1982 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Subject: The Tennessee Valley Authority Needs to Develop 
a Formal Process for Determining Whether to 
Construct.Projects In-house or by Private 
Contractor (EHD-82-49) 

An issue discussed in March 1981 Tennessee Valley Authority 
(TVA) oversight hearings before the Senate Committee on Environ- 
ment and Public Works was whether it was more economical for TVA 
to contract for construction or perform the construction in-house. 
There are conflicting arguments over which construction approach 
is the most economical and Senator %oward Baker and Representative 
Robin Beard requested that we address the following questions: 

--Does TVA have a policy whereby the cost to build a 
particular project using its own employees is compared 
to the cost of using a private contractor? 

--If TVA has such a policy, what criteria are used to 
determine the least cost approach and are the criteria 
reasonable? Is such a policy followed on all projects? 

--HOW does TVA calculate overhead and are administrative 
costs included or excluded from comparisons? Eow does 
this allocation of cost compare with industry or other 
Government construction projects? 

--What factors should TVA consider in developing an 
appropriate method of comparing costs between in- 
house construction and construction by private 
contractors? 

We found that TVA does not have a procedure to routinely 
compare the cost of building a project iin-house to the cost of 
us$ng a private contractor nor does it have criteria to use when 
co&$ comparisons are made. Although TVA does not routinely com- 
pare costs, our evaluation of some of the comparisons made did 
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not disclose that construction by private contractors is, .across- 
the-b’oard, melre economical than doing it in-house. We also found 
that when TVA mahklrersl cost comparisons, not all indirect overhead 
costs are! includerd. These unincluded overhead costs were not 
signi,ffcant enough to change the outcome of the decision. 

fn regonse to questions raised at the March 1981 hearings, 
TVA establf&& a task force to study the in-house construction 
policy h The task force report, issued in January 1982, generally 
reached concXusio~ns siaELar to ours. We believe the task force's , 
recommendation that a formal process be adopted for deciding the 
construction approach will tsltke the necessary first step to formalize 
a;nd document the decision process relating to whether construction 
work should be done in-house or by private contractor. However, 
we believe that detailed procedures and criteria need to be 
developed to implement the recommendation. 

We have briefed the requestars’ staffs on our work and agreed 
to do no further analysis atthis time. Similar letters are being 
sent to Senator Baker and Representative Beard detailing our find- 
ings;, 

OB~JECTIVES, SCCWE, AWD METHODOLOGY 

Our audit addressed the Congressmen’s questions and was 
performed in accordance with GAO's current "Standards for Audit 
of Governmental Brganisations, Programs, Activities, and Func- 
tions." While the initial scope of the audit was TVA-wide; an 
analysis of TVA's construction expenditures disclosed that the 
majority of therm were made by the Office of Engineering Design 
and Construction (OEDC). Because other TVA offices had a com- 
paratively small volume of construction, we limited our work to 
OEDC * We? also compared TVA's policEas and procedures to those 
of seven investor-owned electric utilities I/ to determine the 
policJlesl and grocedurfitr they followed in degigning and construct- 
ing power generating facilities. We selected these utilities 
based on their size, the type generating facilities they operated, 
their proximity to TVA, and available data on how they designed 
and constructed generating facilities. 

We reviewed 10 of 14 cost comparisons TVA made during the 
period l970-81. TVA officials stated these comparisons were 
made for various reasons such as (1) shortage of in-house workers, 
(2) inquiries by private contractors, or (3) a belief by construc- 
tion managers that contractor costs may be competitive. Although 

&‘Georgia Powefl: Company, Duke Power Company, Alabama Power Com- 
PanY, Arkansas Power and Light Company, Florida Power and Light 
Company, Florida Power Corporation, and Potomac Electric Power 
Company. 
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other cost comparisons may hav’e been made, we were only able to 
identify 14 because TVA does not keep such comparisons in central 
files. 

Our review included an analysis of TVA’s overhead cost allo- 
cation and other studies l/ which compared TVA’s overall costs to 
those of other utilities.- Time constraints prevented us from veri- 
fying the accuracy or validity of the costs reported by TVA. 

We also held discussions with representatives of the 
Associated General Contractors of East Tennessee, Inc., 2/ and 
representatives of private contractors located in east Tgnnessee. 
We selected the private contractors based on recommendations of 
the Associated General Contractors of East Tennessee, Inc. 

To address the question of whether TVA has a policy to com- 
pare the cost of constructing a project using private contractors 
or its own employees, we reviewed the TVA Act, TVA’s internal 
policies and procedures, and discussed this issue with top TVA . 
officials in Knoxville, Tennessee, 
cials in Chattanooga, Tennessee. 

as well as power program offi- 

In identifying the criteria used in determining whether to 
perform work in-house or by contracting, we reviewed TVA’s policies 
and discussed this aspect with TyA officials. We also analyzed 
the information presented in a recent TVA task force report on 
this topic. In addition, we discussed with other utility officials 
the criteria they use in determining which construction method to 

use. 

To analyze how TVA allocates overhead costs, we reviewed nine 
detailed cost comparisons. We discussed how overhead costs are 
derived and allocated with TVA officials as well as with other 
utility officials and officials of the Associated General Con- 
tractors of east Tennessee. 

TO determine what factors are considered in developing an 
appropriate method of comparing costs, we analyzed the criteria 
established in Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular 
A-76. This circular requires Federal agencies to justify through 
cost comparisons whether needed commercial or industrial type 

&/“PrOjeCtiOnS of Cost, Duration, and On-Site Manual Labor Require- 
ments for Constructing Electric Generating Plants, 1979-1983,” 
U-S. Department of Labor, and the U.S, Department of Energy, 
September 1979. 

A/A nationwide organization of construction contractors. Local 
chapters are located throughout the country, one of which 
covers east Tennessee. 
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work should be performed under contract with private sources 
or in-house using Government facilities and personnel. We"als0 
discussed with other utility officials the factors they use in 
making cost comparfsons, Finally, we analyzed the recommendations 
in the task force report to determine how they compared to Cfrcu- 
lar A-76 criteria as well as the criteria used by other utilities. 

BACKGROUND 

TVA has historically used in-house staff for most of its 
design and construction work. The work routinely contracted out , 
either required specialized skills (for example, cooling towers 
for nucleahr plants] or involved crafts that TVA does not have 
in-house (roofing, bricklaying, and window installation), Table 
1 shows, for fiscal years 1977-81, the expenditures by OEDC for 
both in-house and contract construction. For the 5-year per- 
iod, OEDC's construction expenditures totaled about $7 billion, 
of which over 87 percent was performed in-house. 

Fiscal 
year 

In-house Contract 
Amount Percent Amount Percent 

(000) (000) 

1977 $ 934,869 89.7 $106,857 10.3 
1978 1,053,211 92.9 80,994 7.1 
1979 1,338,845 89.3 160,933 10.7 
1980 1,492,924 88.4 194,951 11.6 
1981 1,300,260 79.1 g\ 343,594 20.9 

Totals $6,120,109 12.7 

Table 1 

OEDC Construction Expenditures 
Fiscal Year 1977-81 

g/According to OEDC officials, the increase in the contract amounts 
during fiscal year 1981 is primarily due to contracting for the 
design and construction of the Chattanooga office complex and 
contracting for many of the additions and improvement projects 
at the generating plants. 

TVA DOES NOT REQWIRE COST COMPARISONS 
AND HAS NO CRITERIA TO FOLLOW WHEN 
CBMPARISONS ARE MADE 

While TVA’s general policy is to design and construct its 
facilities in-house,/illit does not have a procedure to compare the 
cost to build a partfcular project using its own employees to the 
cost of using a private contractor. Nor does TVA have a policy 
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requiring c~m,p#r,isay to be routinely made,, although OMB C~~CU- 
lar A-76, dated March 16’66, require@ detailed, project-by-project 
cost comparisona for nasw'projects. TVA does not believe it is sub- 
ject to Circular A-‘76 because its procurement authority stem ftom 
the TVA Act and is independent of Government-wide Grocurement regu- 
lations and systems. CMB has questioned TVA's kcrsition on Circu- 
lar A-?6, but has not not yet obtained TVA’s compliance. 

"*"TVA has m~ldt sotie coat comparisons in deciding whether to 
4e contractors or it83 OWR w0ef0fce. The cost comparisons have. 
‘generally ahown that the use of an in-house wockforce for design 
'N$ ~conetruction is the most economical atiproach. Of the 14 corn- ' 
&drisons we identified for the Feriod 1970-61, nine showed that 
TVA costs were lower than the contractors, and in all but one of 
those cases, TVA gerformed the work in-house. According to OEDC *,s 
Cost Management Specialist, TVA lacked the necesdaty expertise and 
staff to do the work in that one case. TVA contracted the work 
out in each Of the five instances where the con(garison shoked con- . 
tractor costs were cheaper. . 

We were told by TVA n;atnagers that, although there are no 
fomal review procedures or docmentation of items considered 
in determining whether to construct in-house or contract out, 
there sr* unwritten factolsN routinely considered in the decision- 
ma~~hg Fracess. These factors include schedule requiremnts, -‘“~‘Iml&b”,,,4 ~cesources, cozhlexity of the facility, risk (safety, 
score and regulatory changes), Erevious experience, and technology 
and equipment requirements. 

Officials of the seven utilities we contacted also stated 
they have no formal process for determining which aFFroach to 
take. TVA’s task fcree rel;orted the sams --that 16 utilities they 
contacted (1) had not formalized the decisionmaking process and 
(2) did not have procedures for docmenting the decisions. The 
task force reFort noted that the unwritten criteria “evolve as 
part of the Frofessional development of a manager, and experienced 
managers use them as a aatter of habit.” 

CCST CCMFARISOWS DO NOT 
INCLUDE LNDIRECT.OVERWAf 

We revi@wed 10 of 14 cost comparisons made during the Feriad 
1970-81 to determine if all costs were included. In only one in- 
stance did TVA include all of its costs, while another estimate 
lacked sufficient detail to identify the costs included. In eight 
casesr TVA omitted certain costs --some indirect overhead in all 
eight case?s as well as eS;uiFment costs in one. 

The Supervisor of OEDC’s Cost and Estimates Section told us 
:that current cost estimating practices exclude most indirect over- 
head from: partial project or subFroject estimates. All indirect 
overhead costs would be included only for total Froject estia;ates 
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Erepared for project authorization. Since most estimates used in 
comparisons with contractor bids are for partial Foojects,.all 
indirect overhead is not included. The supervisor also told us 
that overhead is a fixed cost to TVA which wiB1 be incurred re- 
gardless of whether vorek is contracted or done in-house. There- 
fore, he believes that Pndirect overhead is immaterial in deter- 
mining whether it is cheaFet to perform work in-house or under 
contract. 

We added the unincluded costs to the comparisons and found 
that they did not significantly change the coqarison. Bowever, 
these omnisafons indicate a need for establishing standard esti- 
mating Froceduresmfldch w’i&l assure that estimtes are consistent, 
accurate, and cmgxete * 

TASK FORCE REC@lM#EMDS A COST 
CO#J?ARISOM POLICY EE AlLsOPTED 

The TVA task force reFort issued in January 1982 concluded ’ 
that, althcugh TVA considers a number of factors in deciding 
whether to perform work in-house or by contract, the decision- 
making process is not formalized, nor are the decisions aFFro&ri- 
ately documented. Thus, the task force recommended TVA adopt a 
process that considers al.1 agFro&riate factors and results in 
well-documented decisions. 

The task force further recomnended general guidelines to use 
when determining whether to do work in-house or by contract. The 
guidelines stated that, generally, work should be contracted when 
it is kl one-time job and TVA does not have the in-house capability, 
or the work requires specialized knowledlje Or equil;ment. POK 
other projectsr the task force said to maintain effective control 
TVA should do sufficient work in-house or do entirely in-house 
jobs with high risk interface with other TVA facilities or ogera- 
tiona, such as in energized switchyards. 

The task force report also proposed that each office involved 
in designing and constructing facilities be instructed to develo& 
procedures of an appropriate level of detail to imglenlent the 
recommended Frocess, 

CONCLUSIOMS 

The basic conflict surrounding TVA’s decisions on whether to 
perform construction in-hause or by contract is caused by the lack 
of an existing solicy requiring cost cOmyarisons. Since no policy 
exists, cost comparisons have not been routinely Ferformed and 
there is little documentation to show that TVA’s decisions are 
sound. TVA has attempted to justify its Fractice on the Fremise 
that its skilled managers, Pike those of Frivate utilities, reach 
decisions in a prudent, business-like manner without producing 
lengthy documentation. 
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Our review of several cost comparisons TVA made did not dis- 
close that. construction by contrerct is, across-the-board,,*more 
economical than in-house construction. Many of the cost cm- 
Furisans TVA has mad% show the in-house approach to be more eco- 
nom ical. Also, TVA has contracted for construction when its cost 
comjiarisons showed contracting is more economical. 

In making cost comparisons, however, WA did not include all 
indirect overhead costs. We added the omitted costs to some of 
the comp%ri%ons and found they were not significant enough to 
change the outcome. 

The t%sk force recommendation is % good first step in devel- 
OFing a palicy that will ensure that TVA makes well-documented 
and Supportable cost comparisions. To implement the task force 
rccommendetion, TVA will need to develop detailed standard pro-’ 
cedures for implementing the recently approved policy and then 
devalag SFecif ic criteri% to use in cost comparison analysis. 

RECCJMMENCATION ’ 

The TVA Board of Lirectors approval of the task force recork 
mendation is a good first step. However, the recommendation is 
general I and more specific supplementary %ctions need to be taken 
and instruct ions developed to ensure that. valid ccst comparisons 
are made and all cr iter ia considered. Thus c to ensure the hoard’s 
recent recommendation is carried out, we recomend detailed imple- 
mentation fro’cedures %nd criteria for cost comparisons be devel- 
aped . Plrocedures and criteria developed should ensure consistent 
cost comparisons and well-documented decisions. The triter ia that 
are developed should provide for cost comparisons which include 

--the same scope and level of Ferformance, 

--the same cast factors, and 

--%ll costs, including indirect overhead. 

As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorganization 
Act of 1970 requires the head of a Federal agency to submit a 
Written st%t@ment on ections taken on our recommendations to the 
Souse Committee on Government Operations and Senate Committee on 
Governmental Affairs not Later than 60 days after the date of the 
report and to the House and Senate Committees on ApFroFriations 
with the agency*s first request for %FFroFriations made more than 
60 days after the date of the reFort. We would appreciate receiv- 
ing a cozy of your statement when it is provided to the congres- 
sional committees %nd to be informed of any action take’n on our 
reco’mmendatt ions. 
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Copies of this report are being sent to Senator Baker -and 
Representative, Eeard. We are also sending copies of this report 
to the Director, Off ice of Management and Budget, and the Bouse 
and Senate Commfttees having oversight and appropriation respon- 
sibilitfes for TVA. 

Sincerely yours, 




